guments in a construction can both display the properties assigned to the single object of a primary transitive verb, are both very rare and very interesting. They have been the focus of recent research into the behavior of causative and applicative constructions (De Guzman 1987 , Baker 1988a , 1988b , Alsina & Mchombo 1990 , Bresnan & Moshi 1990 , Alsina 1993 ), yet so far all theoretical work done on symmetrical languages has focussed on languages from a small region of eastern Africa, from the Bantu family.2 This article presents data on constructions involving two objects in Bajau, a language spoken in myriad small coastal nomadic communities located through most of Indonesia, substantial parts of the Philippines, and Malaysia as well.3 Although it is an Austronesian language, it has not been successfully subgrouped with any other Austronesian languages (Pallesen 1985) . The variety of Bajau spoken in the lesser Sunda islands has been described in overview by Verheijen (1986) , and does not differ substantially in basic morphosyntax from the variety described here, which represents the Bajau spoken in the village of Mola, off the island of Wanci in the Kepulauan Tukang Besi, in Sulawesi Tenggara province, and is representative of the Bajau spoken in other communities in that province.4 More detailed work on the verbal system of the language as spoken in the southern Philippines is given in Walton 1986 , and mention is made of this variety of the language in Foley & Van Valin 1984 . Bajau is a symmetrical language, a unique finding outside Bantu. Furthermore, Bajau also displays a property in its double object domain previously not described in detail for a symmetrical language, namely the ability of a benefactive applied object to head a relative clause, a contentious issue in the Bantu literature (see ??6 and 7).
2. BASIC MORPHOSYNTAX. The Bajau voice system is a small version of the familiar Philippine 'focus' system; unlike the better-known Philippine languages, there are only two voice forms for each verb, here called actor voice (AV), marked on the verb by substitution of N for the initial consonant,5 and object voice, (unglossed in the examples following) which is unmarked both morphologically and in terms of frequency in texts. Also unlike the betterknown Philippine-type languages, there is no case marking on nominals, and only pronouns have different forms depending on their grammatical function.
Basic transitive verbs may select either of the two voice types; with intransitive verbs, there is no choice of focus types, and there is an obligatory split as to which focus type is chosen: an agentive verb must use AV morphology (with some apparent exceptions among motion verbs), and a nonagentive verb must use ov morphology. In addition to the choice of AV or ov, an ov verb may optionally have passive prefixes, di-indicating a regular passive, or ta-, an accidental passive;6 passive prefixes may not occur in conjunction with AV verbs.
An AV verb must use a free pronominal or nominal form in the clause (the order of which is basically VOS,7 though a 'focussed' element may be fronted to a preverbal topic position) to indicate the agent, and an ov verb optionally indexes the agent by the use of pronominal suffixes (which are also used as possessive suffixes on nouns), though a full nominal is always possible. The agent of a verb in accidental passive voice may be expressed in an oblique phrase, marked by the general oblique ma, though the nonagentive intransitive subject is not obliquely marked in such a construction (see 12 below). Since nominals other than pronouns show no difference in case, word order alone disambiguates an AV sentence. The full set of pronominals is given in Table 1 .
Features of Bajau morphosyntax that are distinct from the better-documented Bantu languages and are worthy of note are the absence of any means of indicating the object on the verb, the fact that the causative and passive morphemes are prefixes, rather than suffixes, so that their relative ordering on the verb with respect to the applicative suffix is not immediately apparent, and the word order. 5. APPLICATIVES. The applicative suffix is -an, invariant for the thematic role of the applied object, which may be beneficiary, instrumental, or locative. Although locatives may be expressed in oblique phrases by the oblique marker ma, there is no prepositional way for a beneficiary or instrument to be expressed.11 Although serial verb constructions (with pugay 'do for someone's benefit' and pake 'use', respectively) may be used, some speakers consider these to be less than proper Bajau. Only applicatives based on transitive predicates will be presented here, though benefactive, instrumental and locative applicatives based on intransitive predicates are all allowed. A basic nonapplicative sentence and its applicative counterpart can be seen in 41-42. 10 The oblique preposition ma is used as a relativizer in some relative clauses, generally when the relative clause is lengthy enough to make parsing a problem. Example 39 is grammatical with the reading given without the ma, but less natural.
n Borrowings from Indonesian are used by some (acculturated) speakers as prepositions/case markers: (<Malay untu') 'for', for beneficiaries, and aleh (<Malay oleh) 'by' in passive sentences, in place of the general oblique ma. These forms are strongly rejected by more traditional Bajau. 6. BENEFACTIVE APPLIED OBJECTS AND RELATIVE CLAUSES. The fact that there are no asymmetries when the applied object is a beneficiary is interesting, in the light of the Bantu data that has been the subject of previous work on symmetrical properties. In these languages beneficiary applied objects may generally not be extracted, even for otherwise symmetrical languages such as Kichaga (Bresnan & Moshi 1990 ). In Kichaga either object may be subject in a clause with a passive verb, or be indexed on the verb by object prefixes, but only the base object may be extracted, as seen in 58, illustrating the extractability of the theme object when an applied object and applicative morphology is present, and 59, in which the ungrammaticality of extraction of the applied object when it is a beneficiary can be seen; 60 and 61 show that applied objects other than beneficiaries may be extracted ( The fact that data such as this has been overlooked in most theoretical accounts of symmetrical phenomena suggests that even within Bantu the restriction may not be total.
7. CONCLUSIONS. The data from ditransitive, causative, and applicative constructions shows that Bajau can be considered a completely symmetrical language; both objects in a double object construction may be fronted, relativized, and may be the subject in passive constructions (though this last point has not been exhaustively illustrated here). Furthermore, the thematic role of the applied object is irrelevant to the object-like behavior of the argument. The fact that there has not been any detailed work on symmetrical languages in families other than Bantu has led to an artificial skewing of the theories developed to account for the facts, through the assumption that the nonextraction of beneficiaries represents universal principles (Baker 1988b Baker (1988a: 293) states that 'it is unclear whether this constraint against extraction of datives and benefactives is universal or not,' and cites Kinyarwanda, Chi-Mwi:ni, and Indonesian as potential counterexamples. 'I do predict that some differences between benefactive and instrumental applicatives will appear in every language that has both, and that the difference will be in a consistent direction: the instrumental applicatives will always be the more double-object-like of the two,' (Baker 1988b:383). tions,just as a detailed consideration of the double object construction in Bajau has revealed that the restrictions that have been ascribed to beneficiary objects do not hold when a data set including languages from differing genetic backgrounds is considered. Although rare, symmetrical behavior has been reported for languages from diverse genetic and typological backgrounds, including Yagua, an isolate from Peru (Payne & Payne 1989 ) and Martuthunira, from Western Australia (Dench 1987) , and more detailed studies of double object constructions in these languages could well lead to further examples of languages without asymmetries when there is a beneficiary, or reveal other idiosyncratic patterns (such as the Bantu restriction on beneficiary extraction).
